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WELCOME TO DHZ FITNESS REFERENCES
We offer a wide range of suitable fitness equipment for the opening of a 
new gym, right through to the modernisation of your pre-existing gym. 
We therefore offer you not just premium quality fitness equipment with 
a wide range of functions, but also a price level which enables you to 
set up your sport studio at a minimal cost.

We achieve this through a quantitative approach to assembly, the 
advantageous location of our production centre, as well as low overhead 
costs – all to your benefit. Consequently, our sales prices are often 
significantly lower than those of established retailers.

As a result, with the EVOST Series from DHZ Fitness, we are able to offer 
you easy-to-use and reliably functioning equipment, which scores many 
points for its appealing and fresh design and very reasonably priced 
replacement parts. All spare parts are stored centrally on your behalf 
and can be delivered quickly upon request.

DHZ FITNESS EQUIPMENT OFFERS SAFE AND EASY 
HANDLING AT REASONABLE PRICES - IDEAL FOR 
EVERY SPORT STUDIO

Every gym follows its own sets of goals. We consider ourselves to be a 
more-than-capable point of reference for helping you to achieve your 
goals with ease. In order to stand one’s ground in the highly-competitive 

fitness market, costs have to be lowered, whether for sports equipment 
or for repair services.

We have been a consistently successful company in the sports sector 
for over 20 years. Nevertheless, strong cooperation also requires trust. 
We look forward to seeing you in our Showroom in Brandenburg (near 
Berlin) or others in Europe, where you can take a relaxed look at a 
representative selection of our fitness equipment, test them, and find 
out all the information you require.

Our fitness equipment represents quality, reliability and safety, and 
are designed exclusively for professional use. The advantages of DHZ 
fitness equipment are:
• easy to adjust or adapt to your body size
• straightforward operating instructions on the equipment
• intuitive operation of the fitness equipment
• fully compliant with safety standards
• favourable price-performance ratio
• competitively priced replacement parts
• reasonably priced assembly and trackable shipping  

upon request
• solid frame structure 
• 2 options for the weight towers in the equipment

EXTENDED 
WARRANTY

*only in connection with maintenance contract.

NOW OPTIONAL:
 WITH MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

 54 MONTH GUARANTEE EXTENSION*

SECURE YOUR INVESTMENT
We offer service contracts as well as extended warranties, which 
secure your investment and enable a fixed cost plan. In the catalog 
you will find prices for further information. We are pleased to provide 
you with detailed information about our sales department.

DUAL CABLE MACHINE PAGE     6 
INDOOR CYCLING PAGE     7
STRENGHT MACHINES PAGE     9
PLATE LOADED PAGE  21
FUNCTIONAL PAGE  23 
CROSSTRAINING PAGE  25

CONTENT

ALLSTAR GYM – MALL OF BERLIN
Products purchased: Functional Tower E360H, EVOST I series 
strength machines, smith machine and benches, plate loaded 
devices, rubber flooring, dumbbells, weight plates.

MERCEDES WERK SINDELFINGEN 
Studio for factory employees
Products purchased: Functional Tower E360H, 
Flooring, weight plates.
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In order to prove the quality of the products, a voluntary check of the 
DHZ device lines was carried out in July/August 2016 from TUV Austria 
after German Institute for Standardization DIN EN ISO 20957/2. Safety-
relevant-tests contain: cutting or squeezing, tipping tests and stress 
tests, to ensure the stability of the equipment. The responsible engineer 
Paul Preissler of TUV Austria: The prescribed stress test was passed 
brilliantly - 100.000 repetitions with full weight and over 80% of possible 
movements. Our infrared thermographic camera could not identify an 
unusual temperature even after the test.

THE DHZ STRENGTH MACHINES PASSED THIS TEST 
SUCCESSFUL, WITHOUT EVEN LEAVING A TRACE OF 
THIS FATIGUE / DURATION TEST.

“The results of this test fulfills our expectations and mirror our high 
quality standard. It´s a important proof for potential customers as we 
do not have long time references in the german market” explains David 
von Hase, responsible for this certification. “Some Gym owners had 
concerns, now we can delete them all. We will set up this test samples 
in our showroom, so everybody can see the good condition of our units 
are after this test.“

TÜV TESTED! TRUST IS GOOD  
– EVIDENCE IS BETTER!

NUMBERS WE ARE PROUD OF

> 900
EMPLOYEE

230.000 m 2

PRODUCTION AREA 

> 20.000
EQUIPED GYMS

< 0,3 %
COMPLAINT RATE

 Easy to follow manual
 Easy adjustment and 

resizing 
 Intuitive handling
 Compliance with safety 

standards

 ISO 9001 Quality  
Management

 Modern production
 High-precision welds
 Good warranty

 Top Value
 Cheap Installation  

and Service
 Cheap and transparent 

transport costs
 Fast and cheap supply  

of spare parts

 For professional usage
 Clever and modern 

design
 Weight options for  

many devices
 Simple and reliable 

handling

OTHER PICTURES AND VIDEOS
TO THE TEST YOU SEE HERE:
DHZ-FITNESS.EU/QUALITY-EN

DHZ fitness was founded in 2002 and is still owned by the founder. Due 
to his tireless passion the company relies exclusively on the production 
of professional fitness equipment and makes about USD 100 million a 
year. The company philosophy is that DHZ would like to supply the best 
price and high quality for you as the customer. In order to achieve this 
goal over 90 % of your fitness device is produced in our own factory. 
This means there are no profit margins of other suppliers – all to your 
advantage. Likewise, the quality can be better controlled. By efficient 
production methods such as laser cutting and robot welding we can 
offer extremely competitive prices. 

WHY DHZ ?  
BECAUSE QUALITY BRINGS CONFIDENCE!

There are many reasons to buy your equipment at DHZ. Quality is the 
most important argument. Our experienced production manager controls 
a production according to the latest state of the art, monitored by an ISO 
9001 quality management. DHZ fitness equipment has been designed 
for large loads and is suitable for professional use. Precise workmanship 
of the welds to the upholstery simplify usability and stability.

DHZ FITNESS – ONE OF THE WORLD‘S LARGEST 
MANUFACTURER OF PROFESSIONAL FITNESS 
EQUIPMENT

4 5



RSP
plus VAT 3.999,– €

RSP
plus VAT 899,– €
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DUAL CABLE CROSS “NEW” INDOOR CYCLING
• The product developed by an Italian designer offers 

high variability, so the two arms can each be adjusted 
separately 12 times in angle and together 11 times in 
height.

• As a result, the new device forms an enormous number 
of cable pulling exercises. Highly interesting for fitness 
and physiotherapy.

• Measure: hight 2,00 m / width 1,65 m.

•  Weight: 170 kg.

• A thousand times bike with robust construction. 

• With housing cover made of plastic, which is in front  
of the known rust problems on the frame by sweat.

• Ergonomic and comfortably upholstered seat. 

• Rubberized non-slip handle with different handle  
options and double storage for beverages.

• Seat and handlebars can be adjusted in height and 
distance, all four stand positions are height-adjustable 
by thread.

• Measure assembled: 108  x  98  x  155 cm.

• Weight: 68 kg. 

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/DUALCABLE-EN

DUAL CABLE CROSS 
EMI1000

INDOOR CYCLING BIKE
X-959

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/INDOOR-CYCLING-EN

6 7
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EVOST I – STRENGHT MACHINES
CABLE CROSS SMALL
E1017

CAMBER CURL 
E1030

ANGLED LEG PRESS 
E1056

INCLINE LEVEL ROW
E1061

• Low-priced and functional series with high  
quality & good biomechanics. 

• Sophisticated technology, high durability. 

• Top series for years. Rounded frames 10 x 5 cm,  
high quality seats made of molded foam,  
stainless steel screwing. 

• Weight around 250 kg per unit.

silver 
pearl

black
pearl

black yellow saddle 
brown

white

COLOR OPTIONS FOR UPHOLSERY

Info: Standard color in stock: frame black bead, seats brown with
Yellow seam. Attention! The colours may appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS FOR FRAME

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/EVOST-1-EN

LEG EXTENSION 
E1002

RSP
plus VAT 2.499,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.399,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 3.799,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.999,95 €

RSP
plus VAT  649,95 €
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EVOST II – STRENGHT MACHINES

LEG PRESS
A3003

PULLDOWN
A3035

VERTICAL PRESS
A3008

OLYMPIC DECLINE BENCH
A3041

silver
pearl

black

black 
pearl

sienna

white

COLOR OPTIONS FOR UPHOLSERY

Info: Standard color in stock: frame 
silver, fits black with yellow seam. 
Attention! The colours may appear 
live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS FOR FRAME

• Optimized for production, advanced development of 
Evost I – biomechanically identical, same technique, 
through cheaper production and lighter seats signifi-
cantly cheaper in price. 

• Stainless steel screwing.

• Weight around 220 kg per unit.

SUPER BENCH
A3039

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/EVOST-2-EN

RSP
plus VAT 1.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.399,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 599,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 999,95 €
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Accessory are not included
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STYLE I – STRENGHT MACHINES

SHOULDER PRESS 
E4006

OLYMPIC SEATED BENCH 
E1051

ABDOMINAL TRAINER 
E1070

MULTISTATION 
E1064

• Elegant look in cappuchino or black with  
silver applications. 

• Functional series in high quality and good  
biomechanics. 

• Sophisticated technology, high durability. 

• High quality seat adjustment with gas spring. 

• Rounded frames 10 x 5 cm, high quality seats  
made of molded foam, stainless steel screwing. 

• Weight around 250 kg per unit.

black cappuchino

Attention! The colours may  
appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS FOR  
FRAMES AND UPHOLSERY

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/STYLE-1-EN

RSP
plus VAT 2.699,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.999,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.049,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 12.999,95 €

12 13
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STYLE II – STRENGHT MACHINES

DIP / CHIN ASSIST
A4009

LATERAL RAISE 
A4005

BACK EXTENSION
A3045

VERTICAL KNEE UP/DIP
A3047

DUMBBELL RACK
A3077

silver
pearl

black

black 
pearl

sienna

white

COLOR OPTIONS FOR UPHOLSERY

Attention!  
The colours may  
appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS FOR FRAMES 

• Stylish look with black case and black frame with 
yellow applications. 

• Production-optimized Style I series – biomechanically 
identical, same technique, through cheaper production 
and lighter seats significantly cheaper in price. 

• Stainless steel screwing.

• Weight around 220 kg per unit.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/STYLE-2-EN

RSP
plus VAT 1.999,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.999,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 849,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 599,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 549,95 €

14 15
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FUSION – STRENGHT MACHINES
A5002

INCLINE BENCH
A3042

SUPER SQUAT 
A3065

ADJUSTABLE DECLINE BENCH
A3037

• Modern look with silver metal case and frame with 
yellow applications. 

• Production-optimized series – biomechanically iden-
tical with EVOST II, same technique, through cheaper 
production and lighter seats cheap pricing. 

• Stainless steel screwing

• Weight around 220 kg per unit.

silver 
pearl black

UPHOLSERYFRAMES

Attention!  
The colours may  
appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS  

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/FUSION-EN

RSP
plus VAT 2.199,95 € RSP

plus VAT 1.049,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 599,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.999,– €

A3039

RSP
plus VAT. 599,95 €
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ALLANT – STRENGHT MACHINES

CHEST PRESS 
A870

PULLDOWN 
A871

BUTTERFLY
A813

CABLE CROSS 
A824A

CABLE JUNGLE 
A882

SMITH MACHINE 
A853

black sienna

white

COLOR OPTIONS FOR UPHOLSERY

Attention!  
The colours may  
appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS FOR FRAMES

• The highest quality series of DHZ, elegant design  
with oval tubes, brilliant biomechanics. 

• Arms are can be moved individually, making it  
suitable for medical applications such as physical 
therapy and rehabilitation. 

• Premium seats made of molded foam, cushion of  
the seat, stainless steel screwing. 

• Weight around 300 kg per unit.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/ALLANT-EN

RSP
plus VAT 2.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 9.199,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 3.299,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 4.599,95 €

silver 
pearl

black
pearl

18 19



TÜV GEPRÜFTAccessory are not included
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PLATE LOADED

WIDE CHEST 
PRESS | Y910

ROW 
Y930

LEG PRESS
Y950

PULL DOWN
Y920

silver apple 
green red

black

COLOR OPTIONS ARMS Info: Standard color In 
stock: Frame black Pearl 
and black seats with 
seam black. 
Attention!  
The colours may  
appear live differently.

COLOR OPTIONS 
FRAMES

COLOR OPTIONS 
UPHOLSERY

• High quality and stable plate loaded equipment, cool 
design with rounded arms, excellent biomechanics & 
high training comfort, feeling similar to free weights, 
stainless steel screwing. 

• Weight around 180 kg per unit.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/PLATE-LOADED-EN

RSP
plus VAT 1.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.899,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 2.199,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.899,95 €

silver 
pearl

black
pearl
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FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING TOWER
E360C

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING TOWER
E360E

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING TOWER
E360G

• Top quality and stable in order to effectively and safely  
perform functional training. 

• The training integrates multiple muscles and muscle  
groups simultaneously. 

• Very solid construction, no ground anchorage necessary. 

• Stainless steel screwing. 

• Weight around 670 – 1500 kg per unit.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/FUNCTIONAL-EN
NEW - PRODUCT SCHOOLING FOR FUNCTIONAL TOWERS 

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/SCHOOLINGS-EN

RSP
plus VAT 12.399,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 10.499,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 7.999,95 €

silver apple 
green red

COLOR OPTIONS APPLICATIONS

Info: Standard color on stock Frame  
Black pearl and applications green.
Attention! The colours may appear  
live differently.  22 23



Accessory are not included
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CROSSTRAINING

CROSSTRAINING TOWER 
E6205

POWERRACK 
E6221

POWERRACK 
E6224

DISK & BAR RACK
E6230

MEDICINEBALL RACK 
E6237

FURTHER INFORMATION:

DHZ-FITNESS.EU/CROSSTRAINING-EN

• DHZ Fitness CROSSTRAINING systems –  
specially developed for boxes and studios. 

• Quality and stability, the massive construction  
also shows no weakness. 

• Robust construction in 80 x 80 mm steel pipe.

RSP
plus VAT 4.099,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 1.999,95 €

RSP
plus VAT 21.699,95 €

RSP
plus VAT  749,95 €

RSP
plus VAT  2.199,95 €

silver

black 
pearl

apple 
green red

APPLICATIONS 

FRAMES

COLOR OPTIONS  (RACKS)

Attention! 
The colours may 
appear live differently. 

24 25



WWW.DHZ-FITNESS.DE

SUPERSPORT Fitness GmbH
DHZ Distribution Europe 
Poststraße 38, 16727 Velten - Germany 
+49 (0) 3304-247 28 76 
sales@supersport-fitness.de

SUPERNICE

You need information, catalogues or an individual consultation?

Just ask! Our friendly sales team assists you and will create your 
individual offer. 

SHOWROOM

Multiple german sales centers offer a showroom to inspect and 
touch a representative choice of our products, get in touch with 
us to appoint your consultation.


